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CURRICULUM DELIVERY

Latin is studied as an Options subject in Years 9-11. The course covers both the Latin language and civilization and a range of teaching styles are used to allow students to develop and deepen their
understanding of the subject.

CURRICULUM AIMS

At BVC, we aim to inspire learners to be both linguistically able and culturally aware so that they have a keen interest both in languages and in the wider world. By learning Latin here, learners will
have the opportunity to develop a wide range of skills and consolidate their understanding of their own language, its vocabulary and grammar. Learning Latin also supports students in their French
and Spanish studies by encouraging them to understand and make links between different languages. Students also have the opportunity to develop their cultural awareness of Roman times.

CURRICULUM CONTENT

AUTUMN TERM

SPRING TERM

SUMMER TERM

Cambridge Latin Course book 1.
Language:
Introduction to basic Latin vocabulary and grammar
including:

Nominative and accusative nouns

Present, perfect and imperfect tenses
Civilisation:
Roman village
Roman Streets
Daily life of men & women
Food & dinner parties
The forum
Theatre
Slaves
Gladiatorial shows

Cambridge Latin Course book 1.
Language:
Extending basic knowledge of vocabulary and grammar
including:

Dative case nouns

Modal verbs and infinitives

Comparative adjectives
Civilisation:
Roman Baths
Schools
Elections
Vesuvius eruption

Cambridge Latin Course book 2.
Language:
Extended vocabulary & more complex grammar including:

Relative clauses

Pluperfect tense

Genitive case nouns
Civilisation:
Work versus entertainment in a Roman’s daily routine

Cambridge Latin Course book 2.
Language: complex structures including:

Longer reading texts from Ashley Carter book
Language: complex structures including:

Longer reading texts from Ashley Carter book
Language: complex structures including:


Vocative case nouns

Imperative tense

‘ut’ clauses
Civilisation:
Insulae

Roman shops and streets







Year 9

Year 10

Participles
Indirect questions

Civilisation:

Revision of daily life topics, looking at sources.

Passive
Deponent verbs

Civilisation:
Revision of topics

Introduction to Literature: One text from set texts: read and
analyse for content and style
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Revision of language and Civilisation covered
in year 10
Year 11

ENRICHMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

Revision of all Language, Literature and Civilisation
topics. Practice exam papers. ‘Extended question’
work.

Revision of all Language, Literature and Civilisation
topics. Practice exam papers. ‘Extended question’
work.

Literature:
6 remaining texts. Read and analyse for
content and style.

Year 9

Year 10

Year 11

Residential trip to Pompeii open
to all year 10 and 11 students

Residential trip to Pompeii open
to all year 10 and 11 students

For more information please contact Head of Department, Ms R Chalmers on rchalmers@bassingbournvc.org

